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RCEP Standards
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AACE has met the standards and requirements of the Registered 

Continuing Education Program.  Credit earned on completion of this 

program will be reported to RCEP. A certificate of completion will be 

issued to each participant.  As such it does not include content that may 

be deemed or construed to be an approval or endorsement by RCEP.



The purpose of this presentation is to review perceived problems 

associated with expert analysis on construction cases, and the conflicts 

that arise in evaluation and preparation of claims.  

At the end of this presentation you will be able to:

1. Understand the AACEI Code of Ethics, and be aware of other ethical 

requirements that you may be subject to

2. Identify some common ethical dilemmas, and how to deal with them

3. Describe some of the past ethical problems in cases

4. Explain the difference in ethics between lawyers and engineers (and 

schedulers, estimators, planners)

Purpose
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• Recent conference experience

– Delay/Disruption experts “hired guns”

– International experts much more impartial

– Specific “horror story” from an industry giant

– My own recent experience 

– My past experience with fraud and false claims projects

Why am I interested?
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• CREDIBILITY – most important trait for an expert

Why does it matter to you?
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• Code of Ethics - (See something Say something)

• Recognize the difference in ethics between Engineers/Experts and 

Attorneys

• Understand that clients want an aggressive position – but the line is 

OURS – always make sure the client knows the blemishes

• Head off ethical dilemmas

What can WE do?
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Engineers shall be objective and truthful in professional reports, statements, or 

testimony. They shall include all relevant and pertinent information in such reports, 

statements, or testimony, which should bear the date indicating when it was current

Engineers shall not, without the consent of all interested parties, participate in or 

represent an adversary interest in connection with a specific project or proceeding in 

which the engineer has gained particular specialized knowledge on behalf of a former 

client or employer

Engineers shall not attempt to injure, maliciously or falsely, directly or indirectly, the 

professional reputation, prospects, practice, or employment of other engineers

NSPE Code of Ethics
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AACE Canon of Ethics

• Be honest and impartial;

• Serve employer, clients, and the public with dedication;

• Strive to increase the competence and prestige of their practice;

• Apply knowledge and skill to advance human welfare; and,

• Ensure adherence to health, safety, and welfare standards.

• Members shall express an opinion on cost engineering or cost management 

subject only when it is founded on adequate knowledge and honest conviction.

• Members shall be objective and truthful in professional reports, statements, and 

testimony. They shall include all relevant and pertinent information in such 

reports, statements, and testimony. [I.11]



• Advocate

• Clear duty to the Client

• Some have argued that it is unethical for an attorney to NOT push an 

expert as far as possible towards the line between objective expert and 

advocate [See Prepping an Expert Witness: How Far Is Too Far?, Findlaw for Legal Professionals, 

2011-10-05]

Legal Ethics
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• Client is the Judge, Arbitrator, etc.

• Duty is clear, but not simple – help the Judge

• The ABA makes clear that unlike attorneys, expert witnesses do not owe 

loyalty to their clients, and must refrain from advocating for the client

• How do we reconcile that with our natural bias?  

Expert Duties
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Case Study:  Daewoo – Palau Compact Road

PALAU
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Republic of Palau
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Republic of Palau
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Republic of Palau
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The Project Babeldaob Island

Packages and Sections
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Palau Compact Road
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Palau Compact Road

Moved over 3 million 

CM of earth
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Palau Compact Road
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Schedule Overview
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The Claim

• Daewoo’s base contract was $89 million

• Daewoo filed a $64 million claim

• Claim issues

– Unanticipated weather delays

– Compaction could not be achieved in contract time period due to 

adverse weather and soil content

– Loss of productivity in earthwork

– Compensable delay based on defective weather spec
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A true “kitchen sink” claim
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• $64 million claim – largely on projected losses (delay/disruption) –

certified 

• Experts hired later, reduced the claim to $40 million

– Changed method of calculating claims

– Distanced themselves from prior calculations

– But still included high equipment rates and scrapped equipment

Daewoo Analysis
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Daewoo’s Explanations

• Duplicated and scrapped equipment were “insignificant errors” in 

their claim

• The Army had agreed to allow them to use COE equipment rates 



• Method for Delay (Line of Balance vs TIA/Windows)

• Method for Lost Productivity (Weekly Measured Mile vs. Monthly and 

payment based Measured Mile)

• Damages – daily rates, productivity measures, scrapped equipment and 

equipment costs

Daewoo – Expert Dispute
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• False Claim during the trial

– Judge found witnesses unreliable

– Bait and switch of proposed project team

– Certified Claim as a “negotiating ploy”

– Equipment cost “windfall”

– Claiming scrapped equipment

• Awarded Government $50M in Damages

• Scathing decision – impacting attorneys, experts, witnesses

Daewoo Decision
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Daewoo v. United States

“We noted that all Daewoo’s “errors” in the claim increased 

the amount of the claim; no errors had the effect of reducing 

the claim. This would be a remarkable coincidence in a 

random review of claim elements, or any means of 

“sampling” by auditors. The possibility that the inflationary 

effects of [its expert] and Daewoo’s errors resulted from 

innocent mistakes is remote.”

--The Honorable Robert Hodges 
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Daewoo v. United States

“Defendant showed that Daewoo had equipment acquisition and 

maintenance costs in its records, but no one chose to compare the 

records with the Manual to see if the acquisition costs were less than 

those set out in the manual. If they did, they discovered that the 

manual rates were higher and ignored the records. In other words, 

plaintiff purposely avoided looking at its own acquisition costs in 

favor of the higher manual numbers. This intentional inflation of the 

claim is fraud.”

--The Honorable Robert Hodges 
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Daewoo v. United States

Daewoo complained that the Government and its experts picked 

out small issues that did not make much difference in the bottom 

line. These minor differences added up, however, and they 

showed that plaintiff was willing to commit fraud. Plaintiff was 

willing to inflate its claim wherever and whenever it could, even 

in amounts that were relatively small. …[the expert] “rounded 

the percentage-to-completion factor from 44.453% upward to 

45%. That rounding error alone results in a claim overstatement 

of approximately $131,000.”

--The Honorable Robert Hodges 



• Hire experts before claim certification

• Experts credibility was lost in several places:

– If report is shown to be wrong, fix it (whether or not the client will pay)

– If a position can be construed as biased, be able to explain why it isn’t

– Don’t allow your analysis to appear one-sided – point out contrary 

evidence

– Know and establish the line where aggressive turns to biased

Daewoo Lessons
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• $50 million claim was voided to obtain a $200,000 payment a month or 

two early

• Courthouse project in St. Louis

• Contractor can get paid for entire bond cost (as Mobilization) if it 

produces a receipt saying bond is paid-for

• Contractor asks bonding company to give it a paid receipt, and it would 

process the payment later

Morse-Diesel
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• SuperConference anecdote

• Lost Productivity/Measured Mile on Football Stadium

• Obtained Labor hours from Electrical Subcontractor

• Labor hours were clearly not complete 

• Conclusion of no lost productivity

– Called out at hearing – conclusion based on incomplete data, but not 

pointed out by the  expert in report or testimony

– For that attorney, that Expert will always be tainted

Stadium Example
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• $26 million delay claim concerning US Consulate in Mumbai

• $12 million counter-claim for LDs and tech issues

• “…despite the obvious time and effort that he devoted to his analysis, 

we find [plaintiff’s expert] opinions less helpful, in part because it 

appears to discount or minimize the considerable evidence in the 

record, generated by YDJV itself during contract performance, that 

repeatedly indicates YDJV’s frustrations with and difficulties handling 

and motivating its subcontractors in India.” 

YDJV v State Department
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• “The willingness of YDJV’s expert to ignore the interplay of a necessary 

requirement for FWCC [permit] issuance with other activities, and to 

plot it simply as a “dot” on a graphic rather than as a necessary contract 

activity tied into the CPM analysis, caused us to approach the other 

parts of his analysis more critically.”

• Result:  $6.7 million in LDs owed by contractor

YDJV v. State Department
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• Expert in International Arbitration said he completely changed how he 

writes reports when he began International

• Required to take training and take an oath

• Would taking an oath and some training change how YOU do your job?

International Arbitration
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What can WE do?

• Code of Ethics - (See something Say something)

• Recognize the difference in ethics between Engineers/Experts and 

Attorneys – Expert duty is to Judge/Arbitrator

• Understand that clients want an aggressive position – but the expert 

controls the line

• Head off ethical dilemmas –

– Make client aware of risks

– Point out holes in data or in analysis, and contrary evidence

– Identify the small dilemmas – travel claims, gifts, timekeeping
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Additional Case Studies

• https://ethics.tamu.edu/case-studies/

• https://www.scu.edu/ethics/focus-areas/more/engineering-

ethics/engineering-ethics-cases/

• http://sites.bsyse.wsu.edu/pitts/be120/Handouts/cases.htm

• https://peer.asee.org/case-studies-in-engineering-ethics.pdf
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